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18,353
Visitors

2,635
reference transactions

17,317
circulation

29,239
Rosenberg website visits

“I want to personally thank you for the amazing pop-up art exhibition of the Juneteenth Champions art exhibition held on May 24, 2022. And the unveiling of Jack Johnson the Galveston Stevedore. The enthusiasm, audience participation and response was overwhelming. Each event was well organized and had plenty of media coverage. The proclamations presented by the Mayor of Galveston, Texas and Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee validated the historical importance of the programs presented at the Rosenberg Library. In addition to the success of the pop-up, the permanent inclusion of the Juneteenth Champions on the website expanded the reach of virtual engagement to everyone, all throughout the State of Texas and the United States to learn more about all 30 individuals who contributed to making Juneteenth a national holiday. Ms. Albright, you are to be commended for your educational excellence and community engagement. The Rosenberg Library has a star! I wish you well and I send my personal thanks.”

- TED ELLIS

“A patron who had brought her children to story times years ago returned with daughter and new grandchild in tow and was delighted to find out we were doing Baby Talk programs. They promptly came the next week to participate and then the following week came back also with grandpa. They were quite enthusiastic about how wonderful the programs were.”

- CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT

PROGRAMS

ONSITE PROGRAMS
47 sessions
1,406 attendance

OUTREACH PROGRAMS
6 sessions
197 attendance

VIRTUAL PROGRAMS
5 sessions
101 attendance

EXTENSION SERVICES

762 items delivered
27 items mailed

MEETING ROOMS

57 reservations
927 attendance
The archeologists are thrilled that I can produce receipts for what we are finding. That is highly unusual. So, thank you for all your incredible job digitizing everything. Without your work, there would have been no way to do that. Doug Boyd, the archeologist out of Austin told one of the crew here that it's incredibly rare to find receipts to match with artifacts. Only people like Thomas Jefferson saved stuff."

-KATHLEEN KELLY, owner of the Samuel May Williams homestead.

Archaeologists are linking materials found on Kathleen Kelly's property to receipts digitized from the Samuel May Williams papers.

“Didn’t get many pictures but this is one of the best libraries I’ve ever been to. Very quiet but not eerily, just relaxing. So many things to do, as seen on the events poster. Will come again!!”

-GOOGLE REVIEW

“Great book selection. I love all the activities they offer for both adults and kids. Keep it up!”

- ANONYMOUS